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Introduction
Embedded Narrative has become a powerful tool in the hands of game developers. Games

such as BioShock(2K Games, 2007), Gone Home (Steve Gaynor, 2013) and Deus Ex (Ion Storm,
2000) are but few games that make ample use of embedded narrative to give players a chance to
discover the history of the world they inhabit using their avatar. Deus Ex specifically - which lies at
the center of this paper’s analysis - has a heavy focus on it’s embedded narrative elements to allow
players to piece together a story; a technique known as Indexical Storytelling. their avatar. Deus Ex
specifically - which lies at the center of this paper’s analysis - has a heavy focus on it’s embedded
narrative elements to allow players to piece together a story; a technique known as Indexical
Storytelling (Fernández-Vara, 2011). 

Within this paper - we will be analyzing a level within Deus Ex - New York Hell’s Kitchen - in
three separate visits as the game progresses. Each time the main protagonist JC Denton visits New
York Hell’s Kitchen - he does so in a different context, the situation has changed drastically, and what
at first appears to be simply the same area - it has a number of differences that allow us to piece
together what is happening both locally, and in the story world at large. This level could be seen - in
narrative terms - as a motif, acting in a way to represent the state of the game world to the player
without needing to take the player directly to drastically different places in the game world. This not
only saves on development resources - but it can have a powerful effect if players are able to clearly
see the changes between each visit; a point that coincides with Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan saying that
“constructive repetition emphasizes difference, destructive repetition emphasizes sameness”. 

 Moreover, if New York with the Statue of Liberty at one point represented the values of
freedom, liberty and democracy - by the third visit we see how far these values have fallen. 

What Deus Ex also does with it’s embedded narrative elements however is provide the player
with a multiple perspectives; rather than simply finding diary entries - we can find newspapers, e-
mails, data-pads, and books. Whilst this may seem insignificant - each of these narrative tools
represent something more important. Newspapers show us that what we are reading is public
knowledge - and part of the press - e-mails are personal and private. Often we are able to find
narrative information in newspapers that is reinforced or explained by a private e-mail. The difference
in delivery method provides us the players with some  information that is part of the medium itself,
rather than what the content of the information is. For example, We can assume that information in
the Newspaper is public knowledge - but information in e-mails are likely not; allowing us to piece
together what the situation for individuals could be in this different world. 

Before delving further into discussing the methods and significance of the methods used by
Deus Ex in relaying narrative information through it’s chosen embedded narrative tools, we need to
explore and understand how the three visits to New York Hell’s Kitchen differ from one another - as
well as explore how the different perspective allowed by having different types of embedded narrative
tools can provide us with more information than if we were to simply receive a single diary entry.

New York Hell’s Kitchen Embedded Narratives
The below information is based on the embedded narrative elements found through-out the

New York level. Embedded Narrative elements that were analyzed include the Spatial Environment
itself and it’s features together with a number of objects that the player can interact with to receive
information. The information split into 3 visits that occur after different periods of time and contexts. 



Sequence of LevelsArea Name
Level 1 Liberty Island
Level 2 Battery Park
Level 3 Hell’s Kitchen
Level 4 NSF Airfield
Level 5 Hell’s Kitchen
Level 6 Majestic 12 Secret

Facility at UNATCO
HQ

Level 7 Hong Kong
Level 8 Hell’s Kitchen 

Public Information [Information from Public Access Bulletins Terminals, Newspapers,
Adverts, and Books]

This type of information we can likely assume that it is both public knowledge and widely
available for individuals within the fictional world. 

Private Information [E-mails and Data-pads] 

This type of information we can likely assume is private - it is often obtained via hacking into
computer terminals or finding Data-Pads throughout the game world. Data-Pads often contain
snippets of information - such a short message or single e-mail.

First Visit
Contextual Information

During the first visit, JC Denton is sent to locate a warehouse where the NSF [Terrorist
Organization] is hiding a power generator. JC arrives via subway and meets his brother Paul Denton
who informs him that he will be taking over operations in the area while Paul gets ready to assault
the NSF HQ. The area is currently cordoned off to civilians who are advised to stay inside to avoid
the firefights taking place in the area between NSF and UNATCO [United Nation Anti-Terrorist
Organization]. JC Denton is still on his second mission with UNATCO, still both loyal and believes in
what UNATCO stands for. Some NSF soldiers are holding hostages in a local hotel - and the Free
Clinic is open to allow for people to both take refuge and seek medical assistance. 

It is also worth noting that a plague known as the Gray Death is present in New York at the
moment - as well as other areas throughout America. The cure for this plague is held secret and is
only being given out to specific individuals by UNATCO.

Narrative Connections

Chlorine Spill into the Hudson River
When the player accesses the Public Access Terminal in the subway station where they first

arrive at Hell’s Kitchen - they are able to read about a Chlorine Leak that has devastated the Hudson
River and called for the water rationing and warning people to not bathe or swim in contaminated
water. 

When the player comes in contact with Smuggler in Hell’s Kitchen - he informs the player that
some secret paramilitary types have set up in the sewers and kidnapped a friend of his. If the player
chooses to investigate - they find that what seem to be private military soldiers have indeed set up a
facility in the sewers, along some passage ways that appear to be off the maps for the New York



facility in the sewers, along some passage ways that appear to be off the maps for the New York

sewer system. A data-pad found near the body of one of these soldiers  and an NSF trooper, tell the
player that these soldiers were tasked with observing the situation in Hell’s Kitchen - more
specifically mentioning a ‘Warehouse’ and have been told to not interfere with anything that is
happening - but to take action to make sure that the mission is not compromised.

As the player investigates further they can find an E-mail from a character called Walton
Simons - who tells another individual J. Steward, that his idea of using the Water Purification Factory
for ‘Insertion’ based on casualty reports and a vector diffusion study was a good idea. He also
mentions a shipment should be arriving soon. At no point however, is there a mention of the Chlorine
- so the player may speculate that there is a connection here. 

Societal Changes Information
Another set of information that the player can receive from exploring the area provides them

with information about how people act and how law functions in this world. By contrasting it with what
they know today in our world - the player is able to get a sense of the difference. 

Within the Public Access Bulletin Boards - one entry titled Be Safe: Be Suspicious asks the
public to be wary of potential terrorist. It lists a few characteristics - including the individual being a
stranger or foreigner, argumentative particularly about politics or philosophy and is taking
photographs of major land marks. The bulletin then asks for the public to turn these individuals in for
a thorough background check by law enforcement. 

Another look into the difference between today and in this world is a newspaper article titled
Court Upholds NY Grid Law. The article talks about a law where police have been allowed to wall
off regions of Manhattan and surrounding boroughs and forbid foot traffic between these zones.
Traveling between these zones is restricted to authorized subways or highways - subject to police
surveillance. The article ends with the Supreme Court judge in the article saying that with the
unfortunate nature of American liberty is that freedom creates opportunities for terror.

Significance of the First Visit

The first visit to New York is arguably the most striking in terms of contrasting the difference
between our world’s New York and Deus Ex’s world of New York. Much of the embedded narrative
elements give us an understanding of life within this different New York; placing a heavy focus on
security, safety, and government control. The stark contrast here offers a type of foundation for the
player’s subsequent visits; in essence - this ensures that players have time to reflect, and think on
what’s different. Michael Nitsche in his book Video Game Spaces” talks of how different individuals
differ in their cognitive mapping of an area - based on their subjective perspective. In this situation -
we can see how individual perspective on what New York can mean - could have an impact on how
effective this technique can be. 

For a player who has no knowledge of New York even existing - the effect of New York as a
‘motif’ may be less effective than someone who may view New York as being a symbol for the values
of freedom, democracy and liberty. For someone who does view New York in a symbolic fashion -
based on their perspective and knowledge of New York - the effect of this motif can be more
significant. 

Second Visit
Contextual Information 

During the second visit, the player will have a far different context in terms of what they know
about both the world and what’s happening. The player discovers that Paul was working with the
NSF all along - and he has his reasons to do so, whether the player believes that the Paul’s reasons
are justified or not, remains up to the player. That being said - the player returns to Hell’s Kitchen



are justified or not, remains up to the player. That being said - the player returns to Hell’s Kitchen

because Paul is in a lot of danger, and so the pilot tasked with transporting the player to Hong Kong
tells them to go help Paul first. 

The situation in Hell’s Kitchen hasn’t improved much since the last visit. Armed police and
UNATCO troops patrol the street, and there are rumors of a UNATCO raid happening soon - with
civilians specifically saying ‘Stay off the streets’. The Free Clinic is closed, and the streets are
relatively deserted minus the police and UNATCO troopers.

Narrative Connections

Within the second visit - the player may see a noticeably lower amount of new embedded
narrative information. The information they do have provided, talk about what has been happening
[Such as the conflict between the NSF and UNATCO at the NSF airfield]. Moreover, the player is
informed that Page [a multi-billionaire with a large number of companies under his control] has
donated 10,000 credits to clinics in New York. 

The player may also find a book titled The Reluctant Dictators which speaks about George
Washington setting up a secret society called the order to take control of America, should it’s
democracy crumble when it was just starting off. The book says that this order has persisted in a
number of forms - linking it to the Illuminati and Trilateral Commission. 

Third Visit
Contextual Information

By the third visit the player has a much bigger understanding of what’s happening in the world
of Deus Ex. They have discovered that UNATCO is a puppet-organization for MJ12 - who the player
also discover to have been the soldiers in the sewers during the first visit. By this point - the player
would have joined the rebels - who consist of a number of organizations such as the NSF and
Silhouette (The French group of rebels). The player is also aware of the Illuminati and MJ12’s efforts
to eliminate the Illuminati and seize control of the world. 

The player returns to Hell’s Kitchen this time, to meet up with an Illuminati member whose
ship is being used by MJ12 to transport a plague to New York.

Narrative Connections

Martial Law and Collapsing Society

By the third visit to Hell’s Kitchen - the player finds that not only is the area practically empty -
but Martial Law has been declared - and a curfew has been set from 9pm to 7am. With FEMA
[Federal Emergence Mobilisation Administration, another puppet organization for MJ12], UNATCO
and Local Law Enforcement enforcing the curfew. The player also finds that written on the bulletins in
the Public Access Terminal - that the government has been shut down, this includes state and county
offices, schools, road maintenance and bus services. Finally - certain train stations have been shut
down due to ‘terrorist action’ and district passes will be strictly monitored to prevent unauthorized
travel. 

Needless to say - this is a far change from the type of New York the player may be
accustomed know today. Another announcement is with regards to a new Cremation Center that has
been set up in a stadium - with new laws stating that all bodies are to be cremated. Citizens are also
asked to seek assitance from health officials and not transport the bodies themselves. It is also
stated that failure to comply to this or any other FEMA directly is punishable by a minimum of 3 years
in jail and/or a fine of up to 10,000 credits. 



Seizing Control

Whilst the public announcement give the player a picture of how far the reach of MJ12 is
getting - e-mails gives them another, possibly broader, view. In one e-mail titled Rumor Control
Walton Simons [one of MJ12 conspirators who is at the head of FEMA] says to the New York
Medical Authority that no information outside of those by approved by FEMA are to be trusted. The
player are also able to find an e-mail within the now broken down and closed Free Clinic that clinics
around the nation are closing down - with UNATCO setting up within a few of the ones that were
open and preventing certain individuals from receiving treatment and apprehending them in certain
cases. 

Multi-Approach in Deus Ex’s Narrative

The importance in the ways that Deus Ex chooses to deliver it’s message is as important as
the information that the objects contain. As previously noted - we can assume the spread of specific
pieces of information [I.e. does the public know of this, or not?] in the game world [be they private or
public sources]. In a game with a heavy focus on conspiracy as one of it’s central themes, this
distinction is key.

Whilst in Hell’s Kitchen we do have instance of environmental story-telling pieces - these
provide little information relative to that available in it’s other objects. One key example of where
knowing how far reaching is the information you find goes - is when the player reads about the
Chlorine leak in the Hudson River, only to find Majestic 12 Soldiers inside a water purification plant
under Hell’s Kitchen. Whilst the public believes this was a simple chlorine leak - the player is able to
speculate that this is something far worse based on the e-mails they find on the terminals inside the
secret majestic 12 base. 

As the player begins the second and third visit - they also begin to see a lowering amount of
public information objects - such as newspapers. The one that can be foundin the second visit -
speaks of Gang killings in China. During the third visit - the player is only able to find an article by
Joe Greene [a UNATCO Spy who is undercover as a journalist], an article about terrorist bombing
[accusing JC Denton of it], an article of Beth DuClare being awarded a Legion of Honor in Paris and
an article that tells people to simply gather their friends, lock the doors and hide away if you’re in
New York. Aside from Greene, who the player may know to be a UNATCO spy, there is little about
what is happening in New York. This is reinforced by an e-mail that is found in the now abandoned
Free Clinic which talks about ‘a total black-out of news from New York City, just talk about terrorists
and martial law’.

By this point - we see that the lack of embedded narrative elements - becomes a possible
piece of narrative itself - indicating possible censorship. This is reinforced by another e-mail we find
in the abandoned Free Clinic titled Rumor Control where Walton Simons [head of FEMA] tells the
New York Medical Authority that only bulletins officially verified and approved by FEMA can be
trusted. 

Significance of Using a Repeated Area over New Areas
Re-using an area does offer a number of benefits practically speak - I.e. re-using resources

thus saving up on time to develop new resources, as well as freeing up team-members to work on
developing an area further in terms of depth. However, the key benefit that this paper will be
exploring is in terms of it’s narrative significance.

The re-using of Hell’s Kitchen as a motif to symbolize and also cause players to reflect in
terms of changes arguably may have been a more effective way to convey to the players the
changing situation present in Deus Ex’s story world. It also - in a way - solves an issue brought



changing situation present in Deus Ex’s story world. It also - in a way - solves an issue brought

forward by Marie-Laure Ryan in regards to embedded narratives - I.e. that there is ’the danger that
he may discover clues in less than optimal order, and suspense will be lost’. ‘He’ likely referring to the
reader/player in this context. Since the motif appears in a sequence - as do the embedded narrative
elements that help paint the bigger picture of the story world, the player will be discovering each
piece of information in  it’s context so to speak. 

As previously stated with Rimmon-Kenan saying that constructive repetition emphasizes
difference; it is worth exploring what the players were likely comparing during each visit.

During the first visit - we can assume that the player will most likely compare the Deus Ex’s
New York with our real world New York. This would likely contrast the differences - especially when
coupled with the embedded narrative elements [A key example being the NY Gridding Laws
Newspaper article that talks about police having the power to wall off sections of New York to foot
travel]. If the player does not have much of an idea of New York - or at least a knowledge of the
United States, it is possible that visiting this area the first time would have minimal effect.

By the second visit - the player will likely begin using the first visit as a reference point. Seeing
the uneasy silence - with few civilians around, armed police and [whilst not immediately obvious] a
distinct lack of embedded narrative elements such as Newspapers. 

During the third visit - with New York being in total societal break-down, the government being
shut down and the area being under martial law, the player will be able to see a stark change from
not only our world’s New York, but also from the first visit to New York. The lack of embedded
elements, such as newspapers from the second visit is also confirmed by an e-mail in the third visit. 

Warren Spector, Director of Deus Ex at the time of it’s development, did speak of his
ambitions to add other and larger areas for the player to visit. However, whilst arguably visiting three
different areas could have had an effect at showing players the changing global situation; the
repetition achieved a similar effect and utilized less resources. It is also worth noting that if we
consider the theme of Deus Ex to center around conspiracy; more specifically about controlling the
free world for instance - the repetition of New York can arguably have a more significant approach. 

It is worth acknowledging the fact that the player’s role - in each of these visits has likely been
put into question. As Nitsche states - “depending on their interaction with the world, players change
their positioning toward these environments and take on a role”. During the first visit - the player’s



their positioning toward these environments and take on a role”. During the first visit - the player’s

role is that of a new special agent tasked with bringing down terrorists, the second visit begins to put
questions and doubt into the player’s mind - and by the third visit - the player has joined the rebel
factions. This serves as a direct showing to the player how the situation has changed - having gone
from a special anti-terrorist agent - to being labeled as a terrorist and forming part of the groups that
the player was against prior.

Concluding Remarks
Whilst Deus Ex focuses on conspiracy and as such, the importance of knowing what is public

knowledge and what is not - as well as piecing together very disparate points together is a key part of
it’s interpretation, it is worth noting the value of the multi-approach taken in the game’s embedded
narrative. Understanding the implicit effect of the mediums used to provide players information
should not be underestimated when analyzing and creating embedded narratives. 

In particular - the concept of a motif and re-using areas to bring forward a showing of change
can be an effective means to provide the players with a deeper insight as to how the world is
changing, and why. Using familiar elements, or elements that have a certain meaning or
understanding in the audience that is suspected to be playing the game, is also a major
consideration that can have a major effect on the effectiveness of an embedded narrative
component. 
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